Kamchatka Snow Sheep hunt
Kamchatka snow sheep (Ovis nivicola) is a close relative of the dall and stone
sheep of North America that inhabits the mountains of Kamchatka peninsula.
These are the largest of the 5 species of snow sheep with horns measuring up
to 40 inches in exceptional trophies. This like all mountain sheep hunts
requires good level of physical fitness and we recommend you undertake
rigorous training regime at least 6 months prior to your hunt.

Our hunting area is located west of the small town of Milkovo in the Kirganik
river basin Central Kamchatka around 400 klm north of the capital
Petropavlovsk. There are 6 licenses available each season which runs from
August 1st to September 30th.
Hunting
This is a classic spot and stalk hunt like most sheep hunting, spike camps are
sometimes used for 2 -3 days at a time. Horses are used from base camp for
the 15 klm trek up the river valley where there are small cabins equipped with
beds and supplies. It’s not uncommon to spot sheep and bears right from these
cabins however you need to climb from here to get into real sheep country.
Your guide will assist you in finding rams then plan a stalk when a suitable
trophy ram is found

Accommodation
You will be accommodated in base camp in a large house with separate
bedrooms and sauna there is a full time cook in camp and an interpreter.
During the hunt you will stay in cabins situated in the mountains and possibly
tents if a fly camp is necessary. Food is basic but plentiful and filling.

Getting there
Best way to travel is via Seoul South Korea then to Vladivostok Russian
Federation and to connect with domestic Russian airline to Petropavlovsk. This
is the shortest route to the destination and Korean Air is firearms friendly.

Weather
In August daytime temps are 15 to 25 degrees Celsius and night time temps are
from 0 to 10 degrees Celsius. Rain and sometimes snow can be encountered so
you should take appropriate clothing for these conditions.
Schedule
Day 1 arrive Petropavlovsk clear customs and overnight in hotel
Day 2 Depart Petropavlovsk for hunting area via Milkovo. ATV vehicle transport
to base camp for overnight
Day 3 Depart base camp on horseback for mountains
Day 3 to Day 12 hunting snow sheep
Day 13 return to base camp and depart for Petropavlovsk overnight in hotel
Day 14 depart Petropavlovsk for home.

Price
US$16,000 includes 1 trophy ram
Brown bear add on if opportunity permits US$6,500 + CITES US$300
Included in cost
Rifle permit
Letter of invitation and Visa support
1 x 1 guiding
Interpreter in base camp
Field preparation of trophies
All transport from airport to hunting area and back
Accommodation and meals during the hunt
Vet certificates and export documents

Not included in the hunt cost
Meet and greet at Vladivostok airport and clearing of rifles and Russian
customs US$2,800 per group.
Airfares
Transport of trophies
Accommodation and meals prior to and after the hunt
Alcoholic drinks
Personal items and insurance
Tips and gratitude’s to guides and camp staff (no obligation)

Summary
In my opinion this is one of the best sheep hunts available in a pristine
wilderness with top local native guides who really know the country and its
animals, and as a bonus you can add on a brown bear if the opportunity arises.

